
Welcome and Introductions.



The difference between the names DriftWatch and FieldWatch.

FieldWatch® Inc is company that oversees the online DriftWatch® Specialty 

Crop Site Registry.
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What is the goal of FieldWatch for the DriftWatch Specialty Crop Site Registry?  

Our mission statement is listed in this slide. 

DriftWatch is a communication tool, but that is just one element of a successful 

formula for successful co-existence of specialty producers, large scale 

commodity farmers, commercial and private applicators and beekeepers.  

Communication is the start, but cooperation and collaboration of all parties is 

essential.  Sometimes it means compromise or adjustments that foster an 

environment that everyone can do what they need to do but in concert with the 

needs of others.



To get to the DriftWatch online registry, first go to the FieldWatch website at 
www.fieldwatch.com.  It will take you to the home page seen here. Scrolling down or 
using the sidebar menu to the left, you can find helpful information, updates and user 
guides as well as the portal to the DriftWatch website.  Clicking on the DriftWatch 
logo takes you directly to the DriftWatch website.
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The DriftWatch home page….point out the various avenues or  to get into the 

site.

To see the public map you can click on the words “DriftWatch Map” in the 

upper tool bar.  Here you can see those crop and apiary sites that have been 

submitted as publicly viewable sites.



As you can see, when going to the public map, we get the full map view of North 
America which shows registered mapped sites in the provinces and states that are 
members of the DriftWatch Registry.  Each of the pins represents a different field or 
beehive submission.  They are coded to a certain extent with the crop types listed in 
the left sidebar.  For greater clarity of pin locations, the user can zoom in to an area of 
interest to get more detail.

This public access does not show all of the apiaries that are registered.  Beekeepers 
are given a choice whether they want their hives displayed on the public map or to be 
visible only to applicators who are registered in DriftWatch.  

We can return to the homepage by clicking on the DriftWatch logo in the upper left 
hand portion of the screen.  This logo will always return you to the homepage.
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From the home page, you can sign-up using the “sign-up free” link in the 

upper right hand portion of your screen or by clicking on the “Map Fields” or 

“Map Beehives” buttons.  You can also click on “View My Sites and Account” 

and it will take you to the sign up page.

If you are already registered in DriftWatch, you can log in using the upper right 

login spaces or clicking any of the buttons mentioned previously will also bring 

the login boxes.



You can sign up for an account by providing an email address and selecting a 

user name and password. All communication uses e-mail addresses. 

As you can see, from this same view, you can login if you are already signed 

up and registered.  If you forget your password or username, you can always 

click the link, “Forgot your username or password” for assistance and 

additional instructions to follow.



Note: Very important page. This Site Location Disclosure comes up as part of the 
registration process and can also be edited later in the user’s profile information tab.

(Read through the Crop Fields portion, even if talking to beekeepers.  Once you get 
to beehives, again stress the importance of their choice). 

For beekeepers, when choosing whether to display hives on the public map or not, It 
is an all or nothing choice.  You can’t choose to hide some and choose to show some, 
but ALL will be visible to those applicators that are registered DriftWatch users. 

Contact information is also an important item that is helpful to the applicators.  
Another way to look at it is all crop fields are on the public map – the extent of 
contact information is optional for the producer.

Beekeepers, on the other hand, can choose not to have their hives displayed on the 
public map and, therefore neither will their contact information.  When the second 
option is selected, beehive and contact information is only provided to applicators 
registered on DriftWatch.  It is important to realize that hives not on the public map 
won’t be seen by the applicators who just check the public map in DriftWatch, but 
have not signed in and registered with DriftWatch.
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The bottom part of the registration page is for basic information, you need to use a 
mailing address that is the place you receive mail.  Do not put the site address here.  
After completing the information, your account is not created until you click on the 
blue button at the bottom.
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After creating an account, a confirmation box will open letting you know that you 
successfully submitted your registration and are ready to map and submit a site with 
the click of the blue “Register a Site” button.  You will also receive a confirmation 
email as shown on the next slide.
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This is the confirmation email.  From this email you can click on the link to take you to 
the DriftWatch website to login and map a site, or you can contact your 
state/province’s data steward.  It also has a link to the FieldWatch website which has 
updates and helpful user guides.
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Once you click the button to register a site, this information box will pop up that 
confirms the crop year and state in which you registered, and then asks for crop type, 
growing conditions and the active dates for a given field or hive to appear and remain 
active on the map.  When the arrows on the left turn green you have completed that 
section.  Once your are done, click “Next” at the bottom to continue.  You may have 
to scroll to see the button.
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In Step 2 of submitting a site, you can use a nickname for the location as a reference,
put notes to communicate to applicators and other users, and or detail something to 
the data steward for their knowledge about the site.  Click “Next” when done.
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For Step 3 to map your sites, you can choose one of the three ways to assist you with 
getting close to where you want to place your apiary on the map,  including GPS to 
find your current location.  Click “draw site on map” when ready.
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Once you get to the mapping page,  there are choices to go back, cancel submission
and use the gps to “Go To My Location”, if the map isn’t already positioned where you 
want it.  Or, you can use the search box and type in an address or zip code to narrow 
you view.

You may then need to zoom in further or drag the map for positioning.  When you are 
ready to map your hives, click the blue “Place Hives” button in the top-center of the 
window..   
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When you click “Place Hives”, it gives you the option of placing them manually or 
with GPS.  If you are in your office, use manually.   If you are on a tablet or smart 
phone at the actual location of the beehive, use GPS.

Once you click here, your mouse cursor will turn into a four way arrow.  You simply 
click at the spot where the beehives are located and a half-acre circle will be 
automatically placed there
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Begin placing hives by clicking the desired location on the screen.  If you misplace a 
hive you can drag it by clicking on the “B” pin and dragging it to its proper place.

All hives may be placed at once, and additional ones added later, but each will be 
seen as different entries both to you and to the data steward.
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Once you are done placing your hives, be sure to click on the blue “Submit Hives” 
button in the toolbar.
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Each time a submission is made, this confirmation window will pop up.  (Please read 
it to the audience).  Click, “I agree”.
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Once submitted successfully this window will pop up for confirmation.  
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You will also receive an email confirming your submission and information as well.
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Once you are finished submitting your hives to the data steward for approval, those 
sites will appear on your map page in the left sidebar.  The submissions are now 
waiting for the data steward’s approval before they will appear on the DriftWatch 
map.  If there are any problems or concerns with your site submission you will receive 
an email or phone call from your province or state data steward about them.  

Once your site is approved, you will receive an additional email notification 
confirming approval.   Applicators registered in DriftWatch who do business in the 
same area where you placed your hive will also receive an email notification from 
DriftWatch alerting them to the newly approved hive.  

Once approved, the “submitted” bars on the left of the producers screen above will 
change to “approved”. 
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Lastly, once your sites are approved you can order a “No Drift Zone” sign from 
FieldWatch using the link located on the information box of your approved sites.  
Signs are only available to those producers who have approved sites.
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Place your contact information here and remind the viewers to visit the FieldWatch 
website.
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